METADATA IN DIGITAL
FORENSICS
by Bert Moss

In this article I will write about what is Metadata, some metadata
analysis / extraction tools and the various techniques used
in extracting and analyzing metadata mainly from a Digital
Forensics point of view.

A

s you may already know, data
is usually described as a collection of facts, such as values
or measurements. It can be numbers, words, measurements, observations or just descriptions of things.
Data is presented in:
 4XDOLWDWLYH GDWD ± &RQWDLQV GHscriptive information about something
 4XDQWLWDWLYH GDWD ± &RQWDLQV QXmerical information (numbers)
 'LVFUHWH GDWD ± &DQ RQO\ WDNH
certain value
 &RQWLQXRXV GDWD  &DQ WDNH DQ\
value within a range

ABOUT METADATA
Simply put, metadata can be described as data about data. This descriptive information can be about
a particular data set, object, or resource, including its format, when
and by whom it was collected. Metadata can describe either physical or
electronic resources. Note: The process collecting metadata is also creating metadata traces.
The essential “concept” of metadata has always existed since the
collection of information or data began. An example of this concept can
be found in a public library system,
where information in library card catalogs serves as a collection management and resource discovery tool
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which can then be indexed. This is a
good example of metadata indexing.
Metadata helps to support the data that you produced; this is essential for retrieving information at a later
time about a particular file or document. To the average computer user,
data is generated every day.
A simple file, word document or
spreadsheet file will contain metadata. In more advanced scenarios, data
managers who are usually more technically inclined or computer specialists will manually create metadata.
At Scientific or Data Research
Warehouses where cataloging is of
great significance, specialized software will be used that usually will allow a user to manually create and
update metadata. In this scenario,
it is not uncommon where the data producer and metadata producer
are two separate different individuals or entities. However, in this environment they (Data producer and
Metadata producer) must work hand
in hand having good communication
between them to ensure that the data
and the metadata are in tandem.

WORKING WITH METADATA
(CREATION)
Creating metadata requires an understanding of both the data you are
trying to describe and the metadata
standard or scheme itself (for more
information about the different meta-
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data standards, visit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Metadata_standards). This is important because
you will need to decide how you will encode the
information. Usually, a single disk file is created
for each metadata record where one disk file describes one data set. You can then use a tool for
instance, (USGS Online Metadata Editor – online
freeware) to enter information into this disk file so
that the metadata will conform to the appropriate
standard.

METADATA IN FORENSICS
METADATA ANALYSIS / EXTRACTION
TECHNIQUES
In Digital Forensics, the recovered data needs to
be properly documented. As previously mentioned
earlier in the article, the data that is analyzed contains information about “Metadata”.
The Digital Forensics industry standards require
certified computer examiners or forensics experts
to follow certain protocols during their investigations. The main objective of a properly conducted
investigation or analysis of a computer or digital
media by a professional examiner is to locate possible evidence by means of seizure, search, and
retrieval, while maintaining “data integrity” of the
original or suspect media. This evidence must be
able be upheld in a Court of Law.
A good practice would be to perform a hash of
the ‘suspect media’ prior to beginning any investigation. A forensically clean copy (sanitized copy)
of the suspect media should be made bit for bit.
This is known as the “Evidence media”.
Once the investigation is completed, another
hash is then performed against the evidence media to ensure an exact match with the suspect media still exists.
Hashing is the process of getting a validated exclusive fixed string of data that defines the originality of a digital property. A hash is achieved when a
collection of information that you may want to pre-

serve is run through a hash function. This process
is what we term hashing and the resulting hash is
exclusive to the original content and can therefore
be used as a fingerprint of that data. Since a hash
creates its own exclusive fingerprint or exclusive
data signature, it can be used to determine whether a set of data was modified.
The evidence’s metadata is extremely crucial as
it presents evidence as to;







ZKHQWKHGDWDLQTXHVWLRQZDVFUHDWHG
ODVWDFFHVVHGRU
PRGL¿HGRU
GHOHWHGDQG
E\ZKRPDQG
ZKDWWLPHHDFKDFWLRQZDVSHUIRUPHG

Data can come in many forms such as, database
files, document files, spreadsheet files, picture or
media files, email and chat files, as well as temporary internet files (from browsers).
The commercial and free forensic tools listed later
in this article, are just a few of the tools that most
digital forensic professionals like myself use to carry out metadata analysis during their investigations.
Recommended tools for metadata analysis in
Windows based environments are FTK, Paraben
and Metadata Assistant, with MacQuisition being preferred for MAC OSX based environments.
These tools are mostly automated, and do a terrific job of producing precise metadata extraction
results when examining the evidence’s media.
You will be able to view, document and create reports for the metadata of the data set investigated.
The metadata information can work hand in hand
with the hashing results during an investigation.
For instance, if the hashing results do not match
a particular file, folder or media after the investigations, then the metadata results can be used to determine which possible files included in the investigations or analysis were modified.

METADATA OF A SIMPLE WORD
DOCUMENT FILE (TITLED DOCUMENT 15)
The above picture shows a Figure 1 of a simple
word document (titled DOCument 15). Here, you

Figure 1. Metadata of a simple word document file (titled
document 15)
www.eForensicsMag.com

Figure 2. MetaData Assistant (Payne Consulting Group)
– Metadata Options Snapshot
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can see information about the word document
such as who created the document, the creation
date, last saved date and the date the document
was last modified. It is this information that is contained in the generated forensic reports.

Figure 6. CAINE – Metadata Snapshot

The subsequent snapshots below are metadata
information from a few commercial and free Forensic applications (Figure 2).
The metadata options, provides a list of criteria
that can be used to produce the resultant metadata (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

FORENSICS METADATA ANALYSIS /
EXTRACTION TOOLS (COMMERCIAL)

Figure 3. FTK Imager (AccessData) – Metadata Snapshot

Figure 4. Encase (by Guidance Software) – Metadata
Snapshot

 )7. Y )RUHQVLF 7RRONLW  ± E\ $FFHVV'DWD
(Windows Based Platform)
 (QFDVH)RUHQVLFY±E\*XLGDQFH6RIWZDUH
(Windows Based Platform)
 0HWDGDWD $VVLVWDQW Y ± E\ 3D\QH *URXS
(Windows Based Platform)
 +HOL[ Y ± E\ H)HQVH &DUSH 'DWXP :LQdows/MAC OSX/ Linux Based Platforms)
 3DUDEHQ 3 &RPPDQGHU  ± E\ 3DUDEHQ
Corporation (Windows Based Platform)
 %ODFN/LJKW  5 ± E\ %ODFN%DJ 7HFKQROogies (Windows/MAC OSX/IOS Based Platforms)
 0DF4XLVLWLRQ  5 ± E\ %ODFN%DJ 7HFKnologies (MAC OSX Based Platforms)

FORENSICS METADATA ANALYSIS /
EXTRACTION TOOLS (FREE)
SANS Investigative Forensics Toolkit v2.1 – SFT
(UBUNTU Platform) (Figure 5).
CAINE v3.0 – (Linux Platform) (Figure 6).

NOTE
Keep in mind, the tools listed above both commercial and free, have far greater features than just
the analysis / extraction of metadata.
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Figure 5. SANS Investigative Forensics – Metadata Snapshot
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